Second Week
Remarques
Avant de commencer la Week 2, soyez certain que vous avez bien
assimilé la Week 1 : ces premières semaines sont essentielles. Il vaut
mieux démarrer plus lentement mais avec des bases solides que de
vouloir à tout prix avancer sans avoir acquis les points étudiés.
The present perfect with just, already and yet: The present perfect refers to
an action or state that started in the past and finished in the present or a recent
time.
To form the present perfect simple, use Have or has + past participle.
Positive sentence: I have worked a lot this week. He has worked a lot this week.
Negative sentence: I haven’t worked a lot this week. He hasn’t worked a lot this
week.
Questions and short answers: Have you worked a lot? Yes, I have / No, I haven’t.
Has he worked a lot? Yes, he has / No, he hasn’t.
You can use the present perfect with just, already and yet:
Use just to say that something has happened very recently.
Example: I have just finished my homework.
Use already to say that something has been finished before the expected time.
Example: You have to do your homework.
No, mum, I have already finished it.
Use yet in negative sentences and questions to talk about something that hasn’t
happened but will happen soon.
Examples: He hasn’t finished his homework yet.
Have you finished your homework yet?
Present perfect and past simple: The present perfect focuses on a recent time
or a period going from past to present. The past simple refers to an action or state
that is finished in the past.
Examples: John has worked in this office for 12 years (present perfect simple).
John started working in this office 12 years ago (past simple).
We have lived in this house since 2001 (present perfect simple).
Before that we lived in a flat in London (past simple).
LESSON 1




Study the text p 13 and do the reading and vocabulary exercises p12-13.
Grammar lesson and exercises p14.
Practical Grammar p58-59 (Present perfect with just, already and yet).

LESSON 2






Reading exercises p16
Vocabulary and do Writing exercises p17
Learn word list on WB p12.
WB p13 (except Wordwise)

LESSON 3





Listening exercices & Think Self Esteem p15.
Grammar : p17
WB : p10-11
WB 14-15

LESSON 4





Photostory p18.
Phrases for Fluency, Functions & Wordwise p19.
WB : Wordwise p13, p16-17.
Review Week 2

 Envoyer le devoir à soumettre n°2





